Predictors of recurrent sickness absence among workers having returned to work after sickness absence due to common mental disorders
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Objective  The aim of this study was to investigate whether sociodemographic, disease-related, personal, and work-related factors measured at baseline are predictors of recurrent sickness absence (SA) at 6 and 12 months follow-up among workers who returned to work after SA due to common mental disorders (CMD).

Methods  Based on a cluster-randomized controlled trial, this prospective study comprised 158 participants, aged 18–63 years, with partial or full return to work (RTW) and an occupational physician-diagnosed CMD. Data on predictors were collected with questionnaires and administrative data. Outcome was the incidence of recurrent SA (ie, decreased work for ≥30% of contract hours due to all-cause SA regardless of partial or full RTW) at 6 and 12 months follow-up. Longitudinal logistic regression analysis with backward elimination was used.

Results  We found that company size >100 [odds ratio (OR) 2.59, 95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1.40–4.80] and conflicts with the supervisor (OR 2.21, 95% CI 1.21–4.04) were predictive of recurrent SA. Having ≥1 chronic diseases decreased the risk of recurrent SA (OR 0.54, 95% CI 0.30–0.96).

Conclusions  Two work- and one disease-related factor predicted the incidence of recurrent SA among workers with CMD. Healthcare providers can use these findings to detect and help workers who have returned to work and are at higher risk for recurrent SA. Furthermore, future interventions to prevent recurrent SA could focus on supervisor conflicts.
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Common mental disorders (CMD) (ie, depressive, anxiety, and adjustment disorders) are a frequent cause of sickness absence (SA), work disability, and reduced on-the-job productivity (1–6). Several studies have investigated predictors of first SA and return to work (RTW) among workers with CMD (7–11), but limited evidence is available on factors predicting recurrent SA among such workers. Recent studies have shown that recurrent SA is a frequent problem among this worker population: 20–30% of workers who returned to work after SA due to a CMD experience a recurrence of sick leave (12, 13). Recurrent SA due to CMD is often more serious and long-lasting than the first SA episode (12).

Additionally, frequent SA episodes are related to an increased risk of work disability in later years (14–16). Few studies have investigated predictors for recurrent SA among workers who returned to work after SA due to CMD. Based on a Dutch register study and a large Swedish cohort study, the following risk factors were found (i) for women: age <45 years, married status, and low socioeconomic position; (ii) for men: age 44–55 years and low socioeconomic position (12, 13). However, these two studies did not investigate other potential predictors. Several studies (7, 8, 10, 11, 17–19) have identified predictors of first SA and RTW among workers with CMD, such as disease-related factors (eg,
severity of mental health problems, problem duration, SA) and work-related factors (eg, decision authority, skill discretion, work motivation). Nevertheless, research is needed that specifically focuses on predictors of recurrent SA as these could differ from predictors for first SA. For example, workers might have had treatment or guidance after the first SA period, and work accommodations might have been installed to enable RTW. Such actions probably reduce the predictive effect of risk factors for first SA. The question remains which factors are predictive for recurrent SA. Therefore, the goal of this prospective study was to investigate whether sociodemographic, disease-related, personal, and work-related factors predict recurrent SA among workers who partially or fully returned to work after SA due to CMD.

Methods

Study population

Occupational physicians (OP) working for a large Dutch occupational health service (OHS) – based in different regions of the Netherlands and working for companies of different sizes in various sectors – recruited participants from January 2010 to June 2011. Study inclusion criteria were: (i) age 18–63 years; (ii) employed in a paid job; (iii) OP-diagnosed CMD (based on ICD-10 codes F32.9, F41.9, F43.1, F43.9, R45, and Z73.0) at the start of the SA episode; (iv) SA for ≥2 consecutive weeks from the start of SA (to exclude short SA with relatively little impact); and (v) RTW within two weeks at the moment of inclusion (to ensure that participants were at risk for recurrent SA). Workers were excluded if they: (i) had an SA episode >12 months from the start of SA; (ii) had prior SA episode due to CMD in past three months before the present episode; (iii) suffered from severe mental disorders, such as psychotic disorder or bipolar disorder; (iv) presented OP-assessed (using the Dutch coding system based on ICD-10) somatic complaints/disorders that affect RTW (20); (v) were pregnant, or facing upcoming retirement/resignation/lay-off; and (vi) were unable to read, write, and understand Dutch.

A total of 212 workers were recruited, of which 54 (25%) declined participation. Those declining participation did not significantly differ from those who agreed to participate with respect to gender (59% of the responders were female compared to 63% of the non-responders, P=0.60) and age [responders mean age was 2.2 years higher, standard deviation (SD) 1.8, P=0.21]. The total study sample consisted of 158 participants (80 participants in the intervention group and 78 in the control group). For the analyses, one participant was excluded due to missing data on all variables, and at 6 and 12 months follow-up, respectively, 11 and 12 participants had to be excluded due to missing administrative data on SA (N=146 and N=147, respectively).

Procedure

Data were collected in the context of a cluster randomized controlled trial (RCT) in which problem-solving OP treatment was compared to OP care-as-usual (CAU) on effectiveness in preventing recurrent SA among workers who returned to work after SA due to CMD (Arends et al, submitted for publication). Participants received the baseline questionnaire when they had resumed work for 2–4 weeks (22 participants had full RTW while all others had partial RTW). The questionnaire was constructed for both the cluster RCT and the present study. More detailed information on study design, setting, and the intervention can be found elsewhere (21). The Medical Ethical Board of the University Medical Center Groningen approved the study.

Predictors

Based on previous research (8, 11, 12, 18, 22), the following potential predictors were examined:

Sociodemographic factors. We assessed sex, age, educational level (low/medium/high), and cohabiting (yes/no) characteristics.

Disease-related factors. The 14-item self-report Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) was used to assess depression (7 items) and anxiety (7 items). Item scores range from 0–3 with higher scores indicating more symptoms (23, 24). Distress symptoms were assessed with the 16-item distress scale of the Four-Dimensional Symptom Questionnaire (4DSQ) with scores ranging from 0=no to 2=frequently, often or very often (25, 26). All mental health measures were dichotomized at the cut-off score for clinical relevance (8 for HADS and 20 for the distress scale) (27, 28). Data on psychopharmacological medication use (yes/no) was collected with the Trimbos/iMTA questionnaire for Costs associated with Psychiatric Illness (Tic-P) (29). SA duration (in days) of the present SA episode at baseline was obtained from the OHS registry and divided into tertiles because of the skewed data. General health was assessed with one question from the 36-item Short-Form Heath Survey (SF-36): “In general, how would you rate your health?” The response categories were dichotomized to excellent, very good, good, versus fair or poor (30). Participants were also asked if they had ≥1 physical and/or mental chronic diseases (yes/no).
Personal factors. Coping behavior was assessed with the 14-item Utrecht Coping List (31). The questionnaire consists of three scales: (i) active problem-focused coping, (ii) emotional coping, and (iii) avoidance coping. Item scores range from 1="seldom or never" to 4="very often" with lower scores indicating infrequent use of a certain coping behavior.

Work-related factors. Work status was assessed by questionnaire data on tenure (0–5 years versus >5 years), contract type (temporary versus permanent), company size (<100 versus ≥100), supervisor (yes versus no), monthly income in euros, work accommodations for RTW (yes versus no), and consultations with OP in the past month (0, 1, >1). Based on administrative data from the OHS’ registry, we collected data on RTW percentage at the start of RTW and at baseline (2–4 weeks after RTW started).

Work functioning was assessed with the 27-item Work Role Functioning Questionnaire (32, 33). Response categories ranged from 100% (all of the time) to 0% (never), with an option to score “not applicable.” Scores were converted to a total score between 0–100, with higher scores indicating better work functioning.

Work engagement was assessed with the 9-item Utrecht Work Engagement Scale. Item scores range from 0=“never” to 6=“always” with higher scores indicating greater work engagement (34, 35).

Readiness to stay at work was assessed with the Stay At Work subscale (6 items) part of the Readiness to Return to Work Scale (36). Item scores range from 0=“totally disagree” to 6=“totally agree” with higher scores indicating greater readiness to stay at work.

Work-related psychosocial factors (ie, decision latitude, psychological job demands, supervisor social support, and coworker social support) were measured with the Job Content Questionnaire (37–39). Scores were divided into tertiles. Conflicts with colleagues and supervisors were both measured with one question from the Dutch Questionnaire on Perception and Judgment of Work (40) and dichotomized to “never” versus “sometimes”, “often or always”. Job insecurity was assessed with one question: “Are you afraid to lose your job within the near future?” (yes versus no).

Outcome

Recurrent SA (yes versus no) was examined at 6 and 12 months follow-up. Recurrent SA was defined as a decrease in work for ≥30% of the contract hours due to all-cause SA, regardless of partial or full RTW. For example, participants with partial RTW (50% of the contract hours) who reduced their working time to 20% of the contract hours and participants with full RTW (100% of the contract hours) who reduced their working time to 70% were both registered as having recurrent SA. Following this, participants became at risk for a recurrence as from 30% RTW (2–3 weeks after baseline all participants had ≥30% RTW).

Statistical analysis

To identify predictors of recurrent SA at 6 and 12 months follow-up, univariable and multivariable logistic Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) analyses with exchangeable correlation matrices were conducted to take the random effects (ie, measurements over time) at the participant level into account. Random effects at the OP level were examined in a mixed model but these did not improve model fit and were not included in the analyses. The intervention and control groups were combined in the analyses. To investigate whether the intervention modified the relation between the predictor and the outcome variable, treatment type x predictor interactions were analyzed (41). We first identified predictors with a P-value ≤0.20 in univariable analyses for inclusion in a multivariable model (42). Subsequently, we tested interactions between each of these predictors and treatment type (problem-solving treatment or CAU) in univariable models. Interaction terms with a P-value ≤0.20 were also included in the multivariable model. In the multivariable model, a backward selection procedure was used until the model only contained variables with P-values of <0.05 (42). Dummy variables were included when at least one of the dummies had a P-value <0.05 and when the model fit did not decrease due to the dummy variable. Treatment type was included as a covariate for the univariable and multivariable analyses. For the final multivariable model, interactions with time were tested to examine whether the strength of associations between predictors and recurrent SA differed at 6 and 12 months follow-up. In a sensitivity analysis, a multivariable model with a P-value <0.10 was analyzed. Furthermore, to adjust for the influence of baseline SA on recurrent SA, two additional analyses were conducted: one with baseline duration of SA as covariate and one with baseline RTW percentage as covariate. All analyses were performed in SPSS version 20.0 (SPSS Institute, Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Sample characteristics

Baseline values for potential predictors are presented in table 1. Between baseline and 6 months follow-up, 51 participants experienced recurrent SA (cumulative 6-month incidence: 32%) while, between 6 and 12
months follow-up, this increased to 59 participants (cumulative 6-month incidence: 37%). A total of 33 (23%) participants experienced recurrent SA between both baseline and 6 months follow-up and 6 and 12 months follow-up, and 69 (47%) participants experienced no recurrence during each of these periods.

**Predictors of recurrent sickness absence**

In the univariable GEE analyses, 11 potential predictors showed a P-value of ≤0.20 (table 2). Significant interactions with treatment group were shown for psychopharmacologic medication use and supervisor social support. Thus, 11 potential predictors and two interactions were entered into the multivariable GEE model. After backward elimination, the final multivariable model contained one disease-and two work-related predictors (table 2). Company size >100 workers [odds ratio (OR) 2.59, 95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1.40–5.80] and conflicts with supervisor (OR 2.21, 95% CI 1.21–4.04) increased the risk of recurrent SA. Reporting ≥1 chronic diseases (OR 0.54, 95% CI 0.30–0.96) decreased the risk of recurrent SA. None of these predictors had significant interactions with treatment group or time.

Sensitivity analysis with a P-value of <0.10 for the multivariable model resulted in one extra work-related predictor, supervisor social support, which showed a significant interaction with treatment type and was only predictive for the control group (and therefore not presented in the table). For workers in the control group, those in the highest tertile of supervisor social support scores had a lower risk of recurrent SA compared to workers in the lowest tertile (OR 0.28, 95% CI 0.07–1.14), while for the intervention group there was no statistically significant effect of supervisor social support at the P<0.10 level.

Two additional analyses with baseline duration of SA and baseline RTW percentage as covariates did not change the results.

**Discussion**

The goal of this study was to identify predictors of recurrent SA among workers who returned to work after SA due to CMD. The multivariable analyses revealed three main predictors for recurrent SA at 6 months follow-up: company size >100 workers and conflicts with supervisor increased the odds of recurrent SA, while ≥1 chronic diseases decreased the odds. The finding that >30% of the study population experienced recurrent SA underlines the importance of focusing on these factors to monitor workers who returned to work after SA due to CMD in order to prevent SA from reoccurring.
Two previous studies have investigated predictors of recurrent SA among workers with CMD (12, 13). Comparisons with these studies are, however, hampered because the studies were based on register data and did not include a great variety of predictors. Koopmans et al (43) examined the effect of sex and age on recurrent SA and did not find differences between men and women which is comparable to our results. The authors did find an age effect for women and showed that women aged <35 years and 35–44 years were at greater risk of recurrent SA. Due to the small sample size of our study, we were unable to conduct gender-specific analyses. Virtanen et al (13) primarily investigated the effect of socioeconomic position on recurrent SA and found that manual occupations had a significantly higher risk of recurrent SA compared to higher, non-manual occupations. In the present study, no data on type of occupations were available. Educational level and income were included as proxy measures, but both measures were not significantly associated with recurrent SA. When comparing our results with studies that have investigated predictors of SA among workers with CMD, some differences can be observed. From several studies, it is known that older age and also the severity of mental health problems (eg, depression severity, comorbidity, duration of the problems) predict longer SA (9, 11, 19, 22, 44). Our results showed that both age and symptom duration did not predict recurrent SA. The present study showed for the first time that conflicts with the supervisor is a predictor of recurrent SA. This factor has not been frequently investigated in prognostic studies on SA although OP, psychologists, and workers have stressed the role of the supervisor in the RTW process (45, 46). Studies on work-related predictors for CMD have taken conflicts with coworkers and supervisors into account, showing they were predictive of CMD (47, 48). Additionally, these studies found that low supervisor support predicted CMD (47–49), which we found was also predictive of recurrent SA for the control group. Thus, predictors of recurrent SA among workers with CMD seem to be more similar to predictors of CMD than to predictors of first time SA among workers with CMD.

Strengths and limitations

The strengths of this study are its prospective design and the inclusion of participants based on OP diagnoses rather than self-report. An additional strength is the use of registry data to measure the incidence of recurrent SA at different time points, which allowed us to examine phase-specificity of predictors. Furthermore, the study is the first of its kind examining a wide variety of factors (in different domains) for the prediction of recurrent SA among workers who returned to work after SA due to CMD.

A limitation of the study is the relatively small sample size, which has restricted the power to detect (and rule out) relevant predictors. A careful interpretation of our findings is required in light of this. The sensitivity analysis showed that when increasing the power of the study by applying a P-value <0.10, an extra predictor was included in the final multivariable model. As this sensitivity analysis increased the chances of a Type-I error, future studies should include more participants. The small sample size also forced us to dichotomize
were also included in the analyses but not found to be predictive of recurrent SA. A possible explanation for the protective effect of small companies might be that workers in such companies experience more commitment and responsibility towards colleagues and the employer, greater supervisor support is provided, and the impact of the worker’s behavior on others (eg, SA) is more visible. In the present study, no information on organizational commitment was included. Another explanation could be that company size is a proxy for a factor that is related to recurrent SA (eg, mental demands). However, in our study, the subscale psychological job demands of the Job Content Questionnaire was not related to recurrent SA. Possibly a different factor related to company size and recurrent SA, but not measured in our study, explains our results. Thus, future studies should include variables on organizational commitment and think of other possible explanatory factors to further investigate the relationship we found between company size and recurrent SA.

Concluding remarks

This study found that company size >100 workers and conflicts with supervisor increased the odds of recurrent SA at 6 and 12 months follow-up, while ≥1 chronic diseases decreased the odds among workers who have returned to work after SA due to CMD. Factors related to symptom severity did not predict recurrent SA. As this is the first study that has investigated a broad range of predictors for recurrent SA among workers with CMD and consisted of a small study population, our results should be interpreted carefully. Future studies with larger study populations are needed to investigate predictors of recurrent SA in this worker population to corroborate our findings.
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